This research investigates an equation of productivity for workflows regarding its robustness towards the definition of workflows as probabilistic distributions. The equation was formulated across its derivations through a theoretical framework about information theory, probabilities and complex adaptive systems. By defining the productivity equation for organism-object interactions, workflows mathematical derivations can be predicted and monitored without strict empirical methods and allows workflow flexibility for organism-object environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mostly structural organization emphasize methods considering only physical aspects of routines (discrete variables) such as products properties or services quality, both identifiable with several methodologies nowadays [1] . But for a hybrid organization, subjective work (agents) can't be definable by such methodologies and that aspect is one of the main points in this research. Nowadays general and famous international industries methods of workflows consider mostly discrete variables only as the basis of production. But several other types of industries or labor activities demand continuous variables to be defined within a method. Following this path, this article considers productivity in modern contexts of human interactions with non-physical environments [1] or in other words, hybrid structural organizations where non-physical information is the main component of productivity.
A large number of variables constitute workflows and are complex in nature [2] as a complex adaptive system [3] . Statistical analyzes on the portion that occupies each category of information processing of a workflow on a scale of 0 to 100% is not recommended for analyzing how an organism process information due to the nonlinear nature of the phenomena [4] . The nonlinearity of the complex adaptive systems prevents the possibility of comparing a group of individuals with different specific and indeterminate cognitive patterns naturally [5] , and their forms of work, to generate patterns of execution in the workflows of linear or nonlinear dimensions [6] [7] [8] [9] .
II. PRODUCTIVITY EQUATION

Definition 1.
The ergodicity of a system as workflows [10] [11] [12] , is not a constantly expression considering real-life situations. Therefore, for the purpose of empirical investigation of actual facts, it is recommended starting from an analysis in which non-ergodicity is the a priori event, more present in the real wo rld, where the distribution m assumes various forms (derivations) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
If a stream of information arises from an event i, where individual X processes as an input state a given discrete information I generating time T and reaching precision P influenced by individual experience , then there is a probabilistic event in which the event i, the probability of precision (P) can be defined as ( ) = ( ) where ( ) = [ = 1 , … , = ] = ,… , . Thou, as T is defined by I given (data source) and is processed by individual X defining how information will be processed and how time will be generated as ( ), the input values of I and generates m distributions for I influenced by and for T also influenced by as an output. can be defined as the ad hoc cognitive performances of the individual in which represents a posterior processing stage of ( ), being this first probability the first interactions between organism and object. In this sense, is the same event ( ), but exponentially growth by individual experience i, being i in its turn defined by several others probabilities generated by the interactions and iterations of the organism and environment. This equation of event i as any event that considers information processing by an organism giving P, can be defined by,
In which P assumes m variations according to the probabilistic distribution of I, and T, which in turn defines the information entropy of P, hence, of the workflow (see m distributions part III). Also the equation (1) can be written in the same way as equation (2) due to conceptual description mentioned before.
It is necessarily understood that the time occurs only if the information is processed, so the probability of time is dependent on the probability distributions of the information and the processing. However, the probabilistic distributions of I and T assume behavior in a sample space that does not have fixed intervals, since they come from complex adaptive systems [2] [3] [4] [5] and with a degree of freedom for any resultant that varies from individual to individual [5] . In this way, it is possible to assume that every learning process as well cognitive processing derives not from a predefined sample understanding it as like information is fully objective for the organism in its potential of apprehension. For this reason, it can be identified as a probabilistic event defined by the data source (I), individual experience ( ) as input values and time of processing (T) and resulting information (I) as output values. Thus, it is not previously defined that there are probabilities of I and T, but that the probabilities are due to the dependence between these variables and their empirical expression, which identifies the phenomenon itself as the product of nonlinear dynamics by cumulatively modifying their probabilistic distributions as the more complex adaptive systems interact with the environment.
If theoretically an information processed in t time is set to defined variables and processing in I, the precision is always given as 100%. But, if influence the processing of I, then can influence the event to express monotone properties where takes chance for lowering or rising ( ) chances.
Lowering means lower precision or time processing and rising means achieving new form of processing the formal way of dealing with ( ). It means in other words, improving the ( ) default pattern of working. Consider for this a single example of empirical experiments of eye processing forms [17] , where statistical patterns are processed in the task of recognizing an individual's own error of visual memory and learning. As different tasks are presented by the environment, the default pattern of information processing adapts itself to reach the ideal precision of the given task. It means clearly that organism influences information and time processing performance. The same way, information as it is given influences the organism to adapt itself in order to achieve specific goals. For this experiment, chances of precision in the given events present lowering or rising effe cts. Another [18] research, even if subjectivity of an individual is removed, empirically, the response of information processing can be changed from the neural perspective between individuals and also with specific processing capacities.
III. M DISTRIBUTIONS OF INFORMATION PROCESSING IN WORKFLOWS
The mathematical modelling that describe information flows in the workflows can be defined as a probability event when from a given event i by the equation (1) of the interaction between given discrete information variables (I), individual experience and defining the time T (discrete or continuous (1) (2) depending on the case) as a function of I for the execution of individual or intersectorial work/between agents reaching precision (P), assumes for i expressions like:
A. Discrete binomial probability distribution Definition 2. For a single event and i.d.d, in which P assumes m variations according to the probabilistic distribution of I, and T, which in turn defines the information entropy of P, where i assumes expressions like:
Where T is the unique variable on system defined by successful p. Or, = 0,
Where decision making takes place in general defining T and I as,
B. Discrete probability distribution Definition 3. Otherwise, if m be discrete, not binomial and information is processed constantly without imprecisions in the same properties as cognition processing, reaching 100% precision for any event,
Where i is processed constantly without any oscillation, then,
Where ( ) assumes main role of processing as a defined precision given by organism. Whereas the precision is not reached at 100%, indefinite probabilities occurs due to subjective nature of organism processing, but as for an effort of reaching 100% precision, cumulative trials leads the event to the maximum information entropy where trials of learning process assumes also monotone properties as following items briefly describes.
C. Discrete probability distribution and monotonically decreasing
Defined by equation ( ) = ( > ) from a discrete cumulative distribution function (CDF) in which the discrete and probabilistic function is discrete by the presence of pre-defined data, but with uncertain processing and / or temporality that assume in an adaptive system the well-defined ad hoc mode of work and predictable. This type of distribution associated with adaptive systems does not represent an entropy of critical information, in which it is not possible to reach accuracies close to 100%. The monotonically decreasing function is presented by the high probability of accurate execution and low presence of information that generates randomness in the system. It is dependent on an ad hoc method to achieve an accuracy of 100% or close. Mathematically, it is not possible to obtain a CDF-like probability as described above as a function of the organic component of the system. Thus, the cumulative function of information as discrete values can of course be processed to the inverse of the manifestation itself in its physical nature or axiomatic origin of probabilities (a characteristic event of a non-adaptive system where ( < )). Precisely the propositions of biological order can establish a function between precision and information of the type ( ) > ( ). Thus the probability of precision is strictly greater than that of 
Definition 4.
In the other hand if > , for any I given to prevent oscillations on system resulting in ( ) = ( > ), thus the probability of precision is strictly greater than that of information, the set of P contained in I being at the same time contained in another set of unknown dimension (of individual experience ( > ) ), such as,
Which confer to the biological potential the possibility,
ℙ( ( ∞, ] > ℙ( ( −∞, ] )).
To add biological properties in the complex adaptive system, learning process can be observed as a heuristic input and output of information of obscure probabilities. But for any given heuristic cognitive processing, weights can be strictly associated with organism search for environment patterns and previous memory experiences.
Weights in this view are distributed and classified as cognitive modeling of cumulative experiences as cognitive processing are indexed heuristically as 1, … , where 1 , … , are weights associated with a given precision P. For each trial a pattern search is generated randomly, but just for representation (excluding order for real process) as = 1 + 2 + 3 ⋯ + and for reaching an interpolated information for P, a set of values and trials can be defined as consecutive events for reaching precision ( 1 , 1), ( 2 , 2), ( 3 , 3), … , ( , ) and a function of ( > ) can be defined as,
And consecutively, the heuristic cognitive linear function searches for environment patterns coding of, = 1 , for any given P as = 1 1 + 2 2 , … , .
As organism limitations to process environment patterns fail, it leads to the inverse phenomena of item C. , and cognitive system presents lower information processing skills, it can be written as ,
D. Discrete probability distribution and monotonically increasing
Thus, reducing time and pathways for reaching precision P of information given I. Or
E. Continuous probability density function distribution and monotonically decreasing
(10) Where assumes notations of,
Giving new equation like,
It is worth mentioning that in time dependent systems, regularity allows the continuous flow of information and possible interruptions caused by the exchange of information between distinct systems generates deceleration of subsequent processes. In other words, the frequency with which activities are performed are dependent on continuous flows to avoid saturation of the work steps that do not have their finalization in the appropriate time. In large information flows, PDFs (probability density function) can be generated on account of chaotic profiles between time-controlled systems [19, 20] .
IV. CONCLUSION
This definition, as a rule, is only theoretical and does not prove empirically for any agent or modes of production of a firm when trying to reach always 100% perfect precision, except for artificial intelligence. However, this example illustrates the ideal way of analyzing a workflow for hybrid organizational systems, where the production and precision remains constantly modifying for qualitative and/or quantitative parameters in the sequence of events agent/information/processing/time sequence, which generates precision ideally for a single, a chain or web of events whose expression can be regulated as a mathematical modelling for any region of the system.
It is highly suggested for other researchers in this field or relat ed, to keep in the search of workflows modelling dynamics with new properties of biological systems as an adaptive integration of multidimensional analysis and mathematical approaches .
This article was exclusively performed for qualitative mathematical purposes evaluation and not an in depth calculation analysis for workflows. Qualitative analysis can be applied to flowcharts or other qualitative methods of workflow and information processing analysis. Thou, calculations can be useful for digital workflows and information processing considering for it, several approaches to be implemented by using equation (1) and the other derivations. A very similar approach towards a quantitative method (full mathematical descriptive formulation) for objects to objects interaction and formal framework for probabilistic unclean databases (PUD) was proposed for data analysis in Ilyas et al [21] . A full description for structured predictions to achieve probabilistic modelling was developed [21] and it is suggested as a tool of information processing as authors require for further investigations of this (15 
